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In late 2013, approximately 40 million customer debit and credit cards were leaked in a
data breach at Target. This catastrophic event, deemed one of the biggest data
breaches ever, clearly showed that many companies need to significantly improve their
information security strategies. Web Security: A White Hat Perspective presents a
comprehensive g
Software Development is moving towards a more agile and more flexible approach. It
turns out that the traditional "waterfall" model is not supportive in an environment where
technical, financial and strategic constraints are changing almost every day. But what is
agility? What are today’s major approaches? And especially: What is the impact of
agile development principles on the development teams, on project management and
on software architects? How can large enterprises become more agile and improve
their business processes, which have been existing since many, many years? What are
the limitations of Agility? And what is the right balance between reliable structures and
flexibility? This book will give answers to these questions. A strong emphasis will be on
real life project examples, which describe how development teams have moved from a
waterfall model towards an Agile Software Development approach.
Over the past three decades, software engineers have derived a progressively better
understanding of the characteristics of complexity in software. It is now widely
recognised thatinteraction is probably the most important single char- teristic of
complex software. Software architectures that contain many dyna- cally interacting
components, each with their own thread of control, and eng- ing in complex
coordination protocols, are typically orders of magnitude more complex to correctly and
e?ciently engineer than those that simply compute a function of some input through a
single thread of control. Unfortunately, it turns out that many (if not most) real-world
applications have precisely these characteristics. As a consequence, a major research
topic in c- puter science over at least the past two decades has been the development
of tools and techniques to model, understand, and implement systems in which
interaction is the norm. Indeed, many researchers now believe that in future
computation itself will be understood as chie?y a process of interaction.
"Translated from the second Chinese edition published by Peking University Press in
Beijing, July 2010."--T.p. verso.
Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic, PC gamer or content creator
must read. Each and every issue is packed with punishing product reviews, insightful
and innovative how-to stories and the illuminating technical articles that enthusiasts
crave.
Explores ethical questions surrounding intercollegiate athletics in American universities,
discussing the true nature of amateurism, the belief that sports act as a path to good
moral character, and sports programs as a source of university income.
This book may seem upon the surface and through its pages, light and fluffy. Filled with
rainbows, flowers and sunshine. Some may think it unrealistic, superfluous and
indulgent... a fantasy land - within this serious world of form. A society stamped
urgent... where the clock is boss; and the practiced smiles of many have numbed them
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sufficiently - of delight, fun and child-like escape into imagination. But this, my gentle
word stems from a deeper need. To communicate a message to the many who
struggle. For those who have lived with their private pain, grappled with fear, and every
method fails... For those for whom happiness seems an elusive prize, or a distant
memory. For others, who have built a shield so strong it will not yield... hiding behind
their fortress walls, second-guessing themselves... For those who cannot come out to
play - because theyre too busy crying... For those who are angry or seek to intimidate...
to mask their own fear. Try this: It is do-able... it is possible. Wipe the slate clean,
forgive all... and step forward into the future. Delete the old files, for today is a fresh
new start. Monsters dont exist! Fear is just a self-imposed barrier... blocking our path.
Forget your baggage, travel light... find your inner compass and re-chart your course.
Choose positive language and thought. Obstacles will melt away, as you sail smoothly
towards your bliss. Remember your happiest dream? What was it that made you smile?
Now is the time. Open your heart to embrace life. You are in charge now... YOU are
running the programme. Widen your scope of vision - to see the bigger picture. Zoom
out, refocus... and see more than you ever expected. Trust. Magic will unfold in your
life. Smile and re-connect yourself to the Network.
The software industry is regarded as one of the most creative and dynamic industries in
the world. At the same time, sheltering software through copyright and patent law has
been a major point of contention for the past 40 years. This doctoral thesis aims to
provide new insights to this discussion. Through the use of sociological methodology, it
supplies the necessary basic scientific reasearch regarding how software is developed
and commercialized nowadays. Based on these findings, it then legally evaluates to
what extent copyright and patent law are able to reflect these structures and determines
how an optimal protection scope for computer programs could look like today. This
doctoral thesis on one hand offers novel insights and points of view on existing legal
doctrines. It further acknowledges as well as legally qualifies some prevailing trends in
the software industry, such as Scrum and continuous delivery, that have so far been
largely unaddressed by copyright and patent law.

The present book is based on the conference Software Development and Reality
Construction held at SchloB Eringerfeld in Germany, September 25 - 30, 1988.
This was organized by the Technical University of Berlin (TUB) in cooperation
with the German National Research Center for Computer Science (GMD), Sankt
Augustin, and sponsored by the Volkswagen Foundation whose financial support
we gratefully acknowledge. The conference was an interdisciplinary scientific and
cultural event aimed at promoting discussion on the nature of computer science
as a scientific discipline and on the theoretical foundations and systemic practice
required for human-oriented system design. In keeping with the conversational
style of the conference, the book comprises a series of individual contributions,
arranged so as to form a coherent whole. Some authors reflect on their practice
in computer science and system design. Others start from approaches developed
in the humanities and the social sciences for understanding human learning and
creativity, individual and cooperative work, and the interrelation between
technology and organizations. Thus, each contribution makes its specific point
and can be read on its own merit. But, at the same time, it takes its place as a
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chapter in the book, along with all the other contributions, to give what seemed to
us a meaningful overall line of argumentation. This required careful editorial
coordination, and we are grateful to all the authors for bearing with us throughout
the slow genesis of the book and for complying with our requests for extensive
revision of some of the manuscripts.
The twentieth anniversary edition of a transformative blueprint for ancestral
healing—featuring new material and gateways, from the renowned herbalist,
natural health expert, and healer of women’s bodies and souls “This book was
one of the first that helped me start practices as a young woman that focused on
my body and spirit as one.”—Jada Pinkett Smith Through extraordinary
meditations, affirmations, holistic healing plant-based medicine, KMT temple
teachings, and The Rites of Passage guidance, Queen Afua teaches us how to
love and rejoice in our bodies by spiritualizing the words we speak, the foods we
eat, the relationships we attract, the spaces we live and work in, and the
transcendent woman spirit we manifest. With love, wisdom, and passion, Queen
Afua guides us to accept our mission and our mantle as Sacred Women—to heal
ourselves, the generations of women in our families, our communities, and our
world.
This work is being released after being hindered for a little over 3 years.
However, due to the importance, continued promptings, encouragement,
consistent help and steadfastness of the Holy Spirit, we are finally able to release
it to the body of Christ as led and directed by the Lord. Seeing that none of us are
perfect, we have done our best to help you understand how the Lord is desiring
us to gain the ability to resist dark spirit infiltrations, development and infestations
against our body, soul, spirit life and relationships, which could lead to spiritual
captivity, spiritual spoil, spirit domination and can even cause or produce
servants of corruption without, consistent releases from dark spirit activity and
intrusions of dark spirit life. Although, it may not be a perfect work (it is the Lord
that perfects His work in our lives), it is a complete assignment within itself. None
of us will ever be perfect outside of Christ. We have stood in the gap to complete
this work for the body of Christ and those desiring to be in the Lord's camp, by
the will of the Lord and by His grace we humbly release this writing, to help you
stand in these last days, in obedience to the Lord and we pray to do a Volume
Two to continue working towards perfecting anything we could have missed while
continuing to stand, during try times and hindrances, to complete this work. It
continues to be a good fight of faith all the way for the honor and glory of His
name! Eze 22.30. Sam 15.22. Eph 6.13. Please remember that our independent
flow charts are now available (to help preserve the body, soul and/or spirit life
and situations in Christ) and can be used as a supplement to this writing to help
you stand in battle in these areas and/or withstand whatever and however the
enemy is trying to affect and/or operate in your life. Be encouraged, there is hope
in Christ Jesus because of His complete work at Calvary. HE IS RISEN! He is
Lord, in the spirit realm. He is Lord of all! Mt. 28.6. We bless you in the name of
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the Lord! Ps. 129.8. Pamela McKissack, one of our contributing authors and Lord
Ministry Staff For contact information write, LMS. P.O. Box 27176. Cleveland,
Ohio 44127
Attaining meaningful cybersecurity presents a broad societal challenge. Its
complexity and the range of systems and sectors in which it is needed mean that
successful approaches are necessarily multifaceted. Moreover, cybersecurity is a
dynamic process involving human attackers who continue to adapt. Despite
considerable investments of resources and intellect, cybersecurity continues to
poses serious challenges to national security, business performance, and public
well-being. Modern developments in computation, storage and connectivity to the
Internet have brought into even sharper focus the need for a better
understanding of the overall security of the systems we depend on. Foundational
Cybersecurity Research focuses on foundational research strategies for
organizing people, technologies, and governance. These strategies seek to
ensure the sustained support needed to create an agile, effective research
community, with collaborative links across disciplines and between research and
practice. This report is aimed primarily at the cybersecurity research community,
but takes a broad view that efforts to improve foundational cybersecurity research
will need to include many disciplines working together to achieve common goals.
This succinct book explains how you can apply the practices of Lean software
development to dramatically increase productivity and quality. Based on
techniques that revolutionized Japanese manufacturing, Lean principles are
being applied successfully to product design, engineering, the supply chain, and
now software development. With The Art of Lean Software Development, you'll
learn how to adopt Lean practices one at a time rather than taking on the entire
methodology at once. As you master each practice, you'll see significant,
measurable results. With this book, you will: Understand Lean's origins from
Japanese industries and how it applies to software development Learn the Lean
software development principles and the five most important practices in detail
Distinguish between the Lean and Agile methodologies and understand their
similarities and differences Determine which Lean principles you should adopt
first, and how you can gradually incorporate more of the methodology into your
process Review hands-on practices, including descriptions, benefits, trade-offs,
and roadblocks Learn how to sell these principles to management The Art of
Lean Software Development is ideal for busy people who want to improve the
development process but can't afford the disruption of a sudden and complete
transformation. The Lean approach has been yielding dramatic results for
decades, and with this book, you can make incremental changes that will
produce immediate benefits. "This book presents Lean practices in a clear and
concise manner so readers are motivated to make their software more reliable
and less costly to maintain. I recommend it to anyone looking for an easy-tofollow guide to transform how the developer views the process of writing good
software."-- Bryan Wells, Boeing Intelligence & Security Sytems Mission System
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"If you're new to Lean software development and you're not quite sure where to
start, this book will help get your development process going in the right direction,
one step at a time."-- John McClenning, software development lead, Aclara
Cross-Cultural Management: An Introduction offers students a hands-on
approach to cross-cultural management that they can apply to a wide variety of
organizational contexts. Rather than focusing on specific countries, authors
David C. Thomas and Kerr Inkson highlight the interactions of people from
different cultures in organizational settings to provide students with practical
applications of concepts in international management. Real-world examples and
case studies help students understand and integrate differences between
attitudes, values, beliefs, and assumptions so that they can thrive as managers.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into
Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and
projects.
Annotation Contains papers from an April 2000 conference revealing the latest
concepts to emerge from software research labs, pointing to innovative ways of
solving software problems. General themes are components and metrics,
process, design and architecture, requirements, tools, and testing. Specific topics
include a framework for software architecture verification, web development effort
estimation using analogy, and tools and techniques for Java API testing. Other
subjects are characterizing user data protection of software components, and
adaptation strategies in componentware. Lacks a subject index. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
Most project managers would agree that every project is unique. But not all
project managers would agree that the best way to manage a unique project is
unique. Many still cling to the old practice of having a methodology that is applied
to all projects. "One size fits all" is still in common use, and this approach has
proven to lead to project failure. Flexibility, situational intelligence, and creativity
are essential to deliver project success. The need to recognize and master everchanging requirements and environmental conditions is a tough challenge for
professional project managers. The same practices that led to success yesterday
may cause failure today. Selecting favorable responses to a given situation is
often the most critical factor of the dynamics of success and failure. This book is
designed to help project professionals assess a situation, predict the appropriate
approach, methodology and achieving styles, and then apply them in a situational
fashion. To guide project managers in selecting the appropriate responses,
Situational Project Management (SitPM) shows how to assess a given project,
determine its unique characteristics, and select the appropriate methods to
complete the project. With this book, projects managers can use SitPM to
develop profiles of their projects on the basis of the projects’ physical
characteristics, the project teams’ behavioral characteristics, the enterprise
environment, and the market environments receiving project deliverables. These
profiles help project managers to determine the appropriate project life cycle
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approach and leadership style. The book also explores various ways to engage
stakeholders on the basis of a project’s SitPM profile. The book’s author, Oliver
F. Lehmann, has developed a set of templates to apply SitPM in practice. It can
be downloaded from www.oliverlehmann.com/SitPM/Templates.zip.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the First
International Conference on Software Engineering Approaches for Offshore and
Outsourced Development, SEAFOOD 2007, Zurich, Switzerland, in February
2007. The 15 revised full papers constitute a balanced mix of academic and
industrial aspects and address topical regions such as processes, education,
country reports, evaluation and assessment, communication and distribution, as
well as tools.
On behalf of the PROFES organizing committee we would like to welcome you to
the 4th International Conference on Product Focused Software Process Improment (PROFES 2002) in Rovaniemi, Finland. The conference was held on the
Arctic Circle in exotic Lapland under the Northern Lights just before Christmas
time, when Kaamos (the polar night is known in Finnish as ”Kaamos”) shows its
best characteristics. PROFES has established itself as one of the recognized
international process improvement conferences. Despite the current economic
downturn, PROFES has attracted a record number of submissions. A total of 70
full papers were subm- ted and the program committee had a di?cult task in
selecting the best papers to be presented at the conference. The main theme of
PROFES is professional software process improvement (SPI) motivated by
product and service quality needs. SPI is facilitated by so- ware process
assessment, software measurement, process modeling, and techn- ogy transfer.
It has become a practical tool for quality software engineering and management.
The conference addresses both the solutions found in practice and the relevant
research results from academia.
Compiled by scholars at the court of Liu An, king of Huainan, in the second
century B.C.E, The Huainanzi is a tightly organized, sophisticated articulation of
Western Han philosophy and statecraft. Outlining "all that a modern monarch
needs to know," the text emphasizes rigorous self-cultivation and mental
discipline, brilliantly synthesizing for readers past and present the full spectrum of
early Chinese thought. The Huainanzi locates the key to successful rule in a
balance of broad knowledge, diligent application, and the penetrating wisdom of
a sage. It is a unique and creative synthesis of Daoist classics, such as the Laozi
and the Zhuangzi; works associated with the Confucian tradition, such as the
Changes, the Odes, and the Documents; and a wide range of other foundational
philosophical and literary texts from the Mozi to the Hanfeizi. The product of
twelve years of scholarship, this remarkable translation preserves The
Huainanzi's special rhetorical features, such as parallel prose and verse, and
showcases a compositional technique that conveys the work's powerful
philosophical appeal. This path-breaking volume will have a transformative
impact on the field of early Chinese intellectual history and will be of great
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interest to scholars and students alike.
NEW LANGUAGE VISUALIZES PROGRAM ABSTRACTIONS CLEARLY AND
PRECISELY Popular software modelling notations visualize implementation
minutiae but fail to scale, to capture design abstractions, and to deliver effective
tool support. Tailored to overcome these limitations, Codecharts can elegantly
model roadmaps and blueprints for Java, C++, and C# programs of any size
clearly, precisely, and at any level of abstraction. More practically, significant
productivity gains for programmers using tools supporting Codecharts have been
demonstrated in controlled experiments. Hundreds of figures and examples in
this book illustrate how Codecharts are used to: Visualize the building-blocks of
object-oriented design Create bird's-eye roadmaps of large programs with
minimal symbols and no clutter Model blueprints of patterns, frameworks, and
other design decisions Be exactly sure what diagrams claim about programs and
reason rigorously about them Tools supporting Codecharts are also shown here
to: Recover design from plain Java and visualize the program's roadmap Verify
conformance to design decision with a click of a button This classroom-tested
book includes two main parts: Practice (Part I) offers experienced programmers,
software designers and software engineering students practical tools for
representing and communicating object-oriented design. It demonstrates how to
model programs, patterns, libraries, and frameworks using examples from JDK,
Java 3D, JUnit, JDOM, Enterprise JavaBeans, and the Composite, Iterator,
Factory Method, Abstract Factory, and Proxy design patterns. Theory (Part II)
offers a mathematical foundation for Codecharts to graduate students and
researchers studying software design, modelling, specification, and verification. It
defines a formal semantics and a satisfies relation for design verification, and
uses them to reason about the relations between patterns and programs (e.g.,
"java.awt implements Composite" and "Factory Method is an abstraction of
Iterator").
Ma'heo'o translated means Great Spirit, Great One or God. The word Ma'heo'o is
Cheyenne, A Native American language. This system of energy work will
combine the elements of Earth, Air, Water and Fire with the Great Spirit to
effectively activate and promote healing in the human condition. This system is
simple yet powerful and can be used by anyone. There are seven symbols that
are incorporated into this Healing system. The first 4 represent the elements and
enables us to connect with and channel Mother Earth's energy. Combined with
and activated by Great Spirit this becomes a very powerful system; promoting
great energy channeling ability, utilizing healing, light and color, higher intellect,
grounded-ness, and promotes calming, peace and relaxation. This system
combines the gentleness of Reiki with the raw power of the Earth elements.
Ma'heo'o Reiki can bring you into contact with your spirit totems, give you your
sacred name and balance your body with the elements of Earth.
‘This plant is the only one which is in a position to store light ether; this will be
indispensable for people in future.’ – Rudolf Steiner Koberwitz, Whitsun 1924:
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Rudolf Steiner had just completed his momentous lecture course on biodynamic
agriculture and was waiting for a car to take him to the station. Suddenly he was
approached by two of his pupils with an urgent question: Would his new
indications for treating soil and vegetables be sufficient to provide, ‘...nutrition
appropriate to our times and in accordance with the spirit?’ Steiner’s frank
response was somewhat surprising: ‘It will not be sufficient even in the most
favourable circumstances. What should be done is to cultivate the Dioscorea
batatas in Europe so that it can take over from the potato as the staple diet.’ In
the many decades since that conversation, various attempts have been made to
cultivate Dioscorea batatas – the ‘light root’ – in Europe, initially by Steiner’s
close colleague Guenther Wachsmuth. More recently, biodynamic farmer Ralf
Roessner began to research the plant and its background, but soon discovered
problems with the specimens available in Europe. Unsatisfied with the standard
of the plants, in 2002 he travelled to the original growing areas of Dioscorea
batatas in China, where he was able to form a comprehensive picture of the best
planting methods and conditions. ‘The nodules which I found and brought back
with me’, he writes, ‘showed similar light ether characteristics to the original
plants of Wachsmuth’s’. Having successfully cultivated and marketed this light
root, Roessner presents some carefully assembled introductory materials based
on his experiences and those of a colleague. This small book, illustrated with
colour images, is intended for people who wish to discover more about the
plant’s being and spiritual mission as a ‘helper of progress’. Roessner explains
how the light root stores ‘light ether’ in a unique manner, making it not only a
valuable food, but also a ‘carrier of the spirit’. This light root could even
‘...decisively influence the development of humanity and the earth’. Aside from
studying esoteric aspects, he gives answers to frequently-asked practical
questions about the plant and its cultivation.
Scientific articles form: International Academic Conference on Teaching,
Learning and E-learning International Academic Conference on Management,
Economics and Marketing International Academic Conference on Engineering,
Transport, IT and AI
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Software
Engineering and Formal Methods, SEFM 2016, held as part of STAF 2016, in Vienna, Austria,
in July 2016. The 20 full and 5 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed
and selected from 88 submissions. They were organized in topical sections named:
concurrency and non-interference; program analysis; model checking; verification; interaction
and adaptation; and development methods.
Founded in 1987 by a former engineer in China’s People’s Liberation Army (Ren Zhengfei),
Huawei Technologies is the world’s largest telecoms equipment manufacturer and second
only to Apple in smartphones. Its emergence into a multinational with over 175,000 employees
all around the world is nothing short of extraordinary. This book explores the spirit of Huawei.
Through a series of personal stories told by Huawei employees, we gain a unique perspective
on the extraordinary dedication and perserverance of the individuals that form the culture and
spirit of the company, and which is the very foundation of Huawei’s immense success as one
of today’s leading technology companies. As Ren Zhengfei remarked, “Huawei will move the
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world forward and set new standards,” and the company’s spirit is very much the driving force
behind that.
The 12th International Conference of the International Association for Management of
Technology (IAMOT) held in March 2002 in Nancy, France, focused on "Innovation and
Sustainable Development." This book represents a selection of the best contributions
presented in Nancy.
Appropriate for a graduate level course in Computer Science or Software Engineering. The first
book that presents a software development methodology for building C++ class frameworks
using emerging object standards: CORBA, STL, and ODMG-93. It may be viewed as a
software developers handbook, one that explains how to use Object-Oriented Design the way
in which it was originally intended.
"This book consists of a series of high-level discussions on technical and managerial issues
related to object-oriented development"--Provided by publisher.
Traditional religious history preserves a rarely acknowledged secret that Christianity developed
from at least three ancient roots: a Western structural root derived from Mediterranean Greek
culture, an Eastern spiritual root from Anatolia and Persia, and a literary Jewish historical root,
which masked the other roots and supported the idea that Christians had taken the place of
Jews in relationship with God by entering a new covenant with Jesus. Each root contributed
something special to the development of Christianity as follows: Supported by pagan
iconography and rhetoric, the Western root imprinted Christianity with Greek spirit in a
Hellenistic universe. The Eastern root filled the Greek construct with magic, focused humanity
on a divine mission, and infused popular reverence for goddesses into Christian beliefs about
the Virgin Mary. The literary Jewish root played two contradictory roles: Jewish scripture
served as the reliable witness that proved Jesus to be both God and savior; and double-edged
moral lessons in the Old Testament explained catastrophic events in the first century A.D. as
divine judgment against Jews, supporting beliefs by early pagan converts to Christianity that
Romans were good, Jews were bad, and God abandoned Jews for treacherously murdering
Jesus. Two thousand years ago, Mediterranean cults included practices and beliefs that
modern Christians associate exclusively with Christianity. People worshipped divine mothers
who gave birth to dying and resurrecting gods on December 25. Saviors miraculously healed
faithful followers and guided them to lead moral lives. Some cults baptized their followers,
some passed their sins and inner demons to pigs, and some waited for a complete destruction
of evil during the imminent End of Days. Then, as now, people argued whether the end would
come by fire or water and whether many or few souls would be saved. Numerous symbols and
beliefs associated in modern times with Christianity already existed in pre-Christian Hellenistic
cults: Madonna and child images, angels, God the Father, the cross as a symbol of life after
death, and the gift of eternal life through the shedding of immortal blood. On temple walls, wise
men offered gifts of incense and gold to newborn gods; and merciful mothers granted salvation
to the poor in spirit who confessed, repented, and begged forgiveness for their sins. However,
Jews generally rejected all these practices, symbols, and beliefs. Some Jews believed in
physical resurrection, and some did not. Some believed in eternal life, and some did not. For
most Jews, however, a righteous life required the following of God's laws. If a Jew sinned
against another man, no automatic forgiveness from God was possible. Forgiveness required
acknowledgement of wrongdoing, restitution, and then forgiveness from the wronged party.
Applying Jewish ethics to problems at the Jerusalem Temple meant recognizing the corruption
within the priesthood, refusing to tolerate the evil rule of Rome, and giving one's life if
necessary to precipitate the Kingdom of God. Just as God always had responded to the
prayers of suffering Jews in the Bible, he would do so again. Soon he would send a messiah to
deliver Jerusalem from the evil power of Rome and to cleanse Judea from the polluting
practices of pagan cults. Drawing from both visible and secret roots, Christians freed
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themselves from paying for salvation from mystery cults while preserving the ability to worship
a virgin-born hero with all the trappings of a pagan solar deity. This book explores the roots of
Christianity in seven parts. The first three parts provide an overview of religious beliefs,
practices, and iconography in the ancient Greek world that influenced Western culture and
religion. The fourth, fifth, and sixth parts describe how the West developed under Roman
influence. Then the seventh part focuses on the life of Jesus and the emergence of Christian
cults in the first century A.D.
Human sensors collect the information from environment and our body. Intellect dwells upon
the obvious looking information and extracts, out of ordinary inferences. The joy lies in
knowing. The art of knowing from routine information is called common sense. In Sanskrit,
common sense is known as ‘Vivek’. It arises from thought when intellect dwells upon the
information for a slightly longer period than routine. The intellect will dwell upon such
information when it is used to, when the mind is relatively free and not overburdened by sense
pursuits. What lies beyond common sense is the treasure of unmeasured potential. Sixth
sense is a sense which connects human cognitive complex to the dimension of consciousness
and it is known as Pragyan in Sanskrit. Pragyan is Intuition. The root word for intuition is Latin
‘intueri’ meaning in to you. Intuition has spiritual roots which lie in the dimension of
consciousness. In the forthcoming chapters in this book, a perspective of background
environment is provided. Science gives too specific but overall sketchy information about the
complete picture whereas Philosophy does a better job on this. Philosophy is also based on
logic and reason but there is no need to establish proof in a laboratory and its scope is vast. To
complete our lifetimes, we cannot await Science to buildup the complete picture and use that
to carve a path for our lives. Some key questions have been answered as to how this universe
came in to being? Big Bang theory assumed a primeval atom, and the source of this atom
remained unresolved. Astronomers keep getting baffled after detecting matter in universe older
than itself. A summary of the applicable dimensions has been proposed along with nature of
various dimensions. Time is a substance which flows like a wave. Origin of human life and
presence of distinctive racial features has been explored. Common information as to why there
are 12 hours in a day or seven days in a week is also important steps in human understanding
of life on this planet. A unique link between astronomy and astrology has been established by
replenishing the information which went missing down the ages. A chapter on how to enhance
the sixth sense is a practical guide which is simple and easy to follow. This information is not
freely available in a concise and logical manner. Evolved human society has the potential to
change the course of life on a planet. The change starts with us and we have to accept the
challenge of enhancing our sixth sense to connect to a dimension of consciousness and fulfill
the life’s goals.
Born after World War II, large-scale experimental high-energy physics (HEP) has found itself
limited ever since by available accelerator, detector and computing technologies. Accordingly,
HEP has made significant contributions to the development of these fields, more often than not
driving their innovations. The invention of the World Wide Web at CERN is merely the bestknown example out of many. This book is the first comprehensive account to trace the history
of this pioneering spirit in the field of computing technologies. It covers everything up to and
including the present-day handling of the huge demands imposed upon grid and distributed
computing by full-scale LHC operations—operations which have for years involved many
thousands of collaborating members worldwide and accordingly provide the original and
natural testbed for grid computing concepts. This book takes the reader on a guided tour
encompassing all relevant topics, including programming languages, software engineering,
large databases, the Web, and grid- and cloud computing. The important issue of intellectual
property regulations for distributed software engineering and computing is also addressed.
Aptly, the book closes with a visionary chapter of what may lie ahead. Approachable and
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requiring only basic understanding of physics and computer sciences, this book is intended for
both education and research.

On behalf of the PROFES organizing committee we are proud to present to you the
proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Product Focused Software Process
Improvement (PROFES 2004), held in Kansai Science City, Japan. Since 1999,
PROFES has established itself as one of the recognized international process
improvement conferences. In 2004 the conference left Europe for the first time and
moved to Japan. Japan and its neighboring countries are intensifying their efforts to
improve software engineering excellence, so it was a logical step to select Japan as the
venue for PROFES 2004. The purpose of the conference is to bring to light the most
recent findings and results in the area and to stimulate discussion between
researchers, experienced professionals, and technology providers. The large number of
participants coming from industry confirms that the conference provides a variety of upto-date topics and tackles industry problems. The main theme of PROFES is
professional software process improvement (SPI) motivated by product and service
quality needs. SPI is facilitated by software process assessment, software
measurement, process modeling, and technology transfer. It has become a practical
tool for quality software engineering and management. The conference addresses both
the solutions found in practice and the relevant research results from academia. This is
reflected in the 41 full papers, which are a balanced mix of academic papers as well as
industrial experience reports.
Attempting to extend the boundaries of land reclamation, this publication is a collection
of conference papers addressing a range of topics from the practical challenges of
cleaning up the most conaminated sites to the creation of new landscapes and the
ethical issues surrounding land restoration.
The LNCS journal Transactions on Aspect-Oriented Software Development is devoted
to all facets of aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) techniques in the context
of all phases of the software life cycle, from requirements and design to
implementation, maintenance and evolution. The focus of the journal is on approaches
for systematic identification, modularization, representation, and composition of
crosscutting concerns, i.e., the aspects and evaluation of such approaches and their
impact on improving quality attributes of software systems. This volume, the 12th in the
Transactions on Aspect-Oriented Software Development series, contains one regular
paper, on modular reasoning in aspect-oriented languages from a substitution
perspective, and four extended, improved papers selected from those presented at
Modularity 2014. Topics covered include novel dynamic semantics through delegation
proxies, modularity potential detection based on co-change clusters, improvements in
reusability for components of semantic specifications of programming languages, and
probabilistic model checking applied to dynamically generated members of a product
line.
The IT community has always struggled with questions concerning the value of an
organization’s investment in software and hardware. It is the goal of value-based
software engineering (VBSE) to develop models and measures of value which are of
use for managers, developers and users as they make tradeoff decisions between, for
example, quality and cost or functionality and schedule – such decisions must be
economically feasible and comprehensible to the stakeholders with differing value
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perspectives. VBSE has its roots in work on software engineering economics,
pioneered by Barry Boehm in the early 1980s. However, the emergence of a wider
scope that defines VBSE is more recent. VBSE extends the merely technical ISO
software engineering definition with elements not only from economics, but also from
cognitive science, finance, management science, behavioral sciences, and decision
sciences, giving rise to a truly multi-disciplinary framework. Biffl and his co-editors
invited leading researchers and structured their contributions into three parts, following
an introduction into the area by Boehm himself. They first detail the foundations of
VBSE, followed by a presentation of state-of-the-art methods and techniques. The third
part demonstrates the benefits of VBSE through concrete examples and case studies.
This book deviates from the more anecdotal style of many management-oriented
software engineering books and so appeals particularly to all readers who are
interested in solid foundations for high-level aspects of software engineering decision
making, i.e., to product or project managers driven by economics and to software
engineering researchers and students.
This book is about the boisterous beginnings of the American Pentecostal movement
and the ideas that defined that movement during those formative years. It follows a
group of men who rethought the Christian faith in light of their new experience of God.
Thinking in the Spirit aims to provide scholars and general readers who know little or
nothing about Pentecostalism with an introduction to the ideas of the movement's most
articulate early spokespersons, and to provide Pentecostals with a non-judgmental
historical source to help them in their theological reflections. Douglas Jacobsen focuses
on the individuals who formed the original brain trust of this now gigantic religious
movement. In a 25-year burst of creative energy at the beginning of the 20th century,
these leaders articulated almost all the basic theological ideas that continue to define
the Pentecostal message in the United States and around the world.
As national leaders struggle to revive their economies, the people of Europe face a
stark reality, which has created an opportunity for local leaders and citizen movers and
shakers to rise to the occasion to spur revitalization from the bottom up. The author
offers a six-point plan to prosperity.
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